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A REPRESENTATION OF GL(q, JR) IN L2(Sq-l)

In this paper we present a continuous unitary representation of the general linear group on JR q,

q ~ 2, in the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the unit sphere in JR q. Our represen
tation is an extension for the natural representation of the orthogonal group on R q. We split this
representation in irreducible components.

§1. Preliminaries

The main goal of this section is to introduce a special class of transformations on JR q and an
integral identity.
We use the following notations:

<. ,. >
I· I

Sq-l

d crq-l

C(Sq_l)

GL(q, R)

the usual inner product on JR q

the usual norm on JR q

the unit sphere in JR q

the surface measure on Sq-l

the space of continuous complex valued functions on Sq-l

the group of invertible linear operators on JR q.

Definition 1.1. LetA E GL(q, JR).

The mapping TA on JRq is defined by

Ixl
TA(x) = IAx I A x , X E R q, x*,O t

Lemma 1.2. Let A E GL(q, JR).

Then we have

a. The mapping TA is a bijection on Rq and the inverse mapping equals TA-J.

b. The Jacobian of T. In 1he poiot %. % .. O. equals det(A)· [ I':x\ ]q.

c. If IA - I I < t t then for all ~ E Sq-l

Proof:
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a. The proof is elementary.

b. Let x e IR q, x *" O. We remark that

1
Ix+hl=lxl+--<x,h>+o(h), he IRq, h~O.

Ix I

So

1
Ix I + -,-\ <x,h> + o(h)

TA(x +h) = x (Ax +Ah) =
1

lAx 1+ lAx I <Ax,Ah> +o(h)

=~Ax+[_l_<Xh>- 1 <Ax'Ah>] ~Ax+~Ah+o(h)
lAx I Ix1 2 ' IAxl 2 lAx I lAx I

The functional operator of TA in the point x, denoted by D TA (x), satisfies

-I [ 1 1 ] Ix I Ix I
A (DTA(x»h = ~ <x,h> - lAx 12 <Ax,Ah> lAx I x + lAx I h, he IRq.

So we find

A -l(DTA(x» x = l:.:xl, x

and for all heIRq, h.l x

1 Ix I Ix I
lAx 12 <Ax,Ah> lAx I x + lAx I h.

Hence A -1(D TA(x» = I~II 1+ N, where I denotes the identity operator on IRq and N a

nilpotent operator on IRq.

Then det[A-1(DTA(x»] =[~ q which implies that the Jacobian of TA in the point x,
lAx I

Ix I ] qIdet(DTA(x»I,equals Idet(A)I. lAx I .

c. Let JA -II < ~ and let ~ e Sq-l. Then

1
ITA(~)-~I = IA~I IA~-IA~I ~I =

= I~-(A\-~)I IA~-~+~- IA~I ~I ~
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The following integral identity is the starting point of this paper.

Theorem 1.3. LetA E GL(q, r) and letf E C(Sq-l). Then

s!. f(t) d",_1 (t) =s!.'[1~~ I] 1~:t~~:1 d",_1 (tV·

Proof.
Fixr,O<r<landletDr ={xE JRq I r~ Ixl~l}.

The function F : Dr ~ C is defined by

F(x) =f [ I:I]. xED,.

The function F is continuous on Dr. Then

M:= J fCC,) daq-l (C,) =
59 - 1

=-q- JF(x)dx.
l-rq

D,

The transfOImation TA maps Dr bijectively on Dr and Lemma 1.2.b yields

M = --!l..- JF [ IYI~] Idet(A) I [ IAIYyl
l
] q dy

l-rq D lAy I,

=~LL F [s I~~I] 1det(A)1 [ I~~I ]' d",-I(ll)s,-ldl

I f [~] Idet(A) I d ( )
= 5

9

-
1

Ikrt I Ikrt Iq aq-l 11 .

o

o
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§2. A representation of the general linear group GL(q, JR.)

For the representation we use the Hilbert space ~(Sq-l)' i.e. the space of "square integrable func

tions" on Sq-l with respect to the surface measure dC1q-l endowed with the usual inner product

The inner product and nonn in L2(Sq-l) will be denoted by (. ,. ) and 11·11 respectively.

In the sequel we use the following notations:

GL(q, JR), the genera1linear group, i.e. the group of q xq-matrices A with real entries

such that det(A) '* 0
SL(q, JR.), the special linear group, i.e. the group of elements A E GL(q, JR.) such that

det(A) = I

O(q, JR.), the orthogonal group on JR.q.

First we introduce a representation of GL(q, JR.) in C(Sq-l), a dense subspace in L2(Sq-l).

Definition 2.1. Let A E GL(q, JR.) and let IE C(Sq-l)'

The function cj>A I E ceSq-l) is defined by

Idet(AT)I~ [AT~]
[cj>Af](~)= IAT~lql2 I IAT~I ,~E Sq-l.

For related operators, see [Gr].

Lemma 2.2. LetA,B E GL(q, JR.) and let I E ceSq-l)' Then

a. cj>ABI = cj>A [cj>BfJ .

b. cj>!f=I.

c. lim cj>AI = I.
A-+/

d. lIcj>Afll = Ufll .

Proof.

a. Let ~ E Sq-l. By definition we have

Idet(AT)I~ [. AT~ ]
[cj>A[cj>BfJH!;) = IAT!;lq/2 [~8f] IAT!;I =

= Idet(A T) I~ Idet(BT) I~ [B TATS ] =
IA T l;lq/2 IB TAT!;I q/2 I IB TATl;1

( IATl;1 )

= Idet((ABl)l~ I[ (ABll; ] = [~ABf](l;).
I(ABll; Iq/2 I(ABll; I
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b. lbis statement is trivial.

c. By Lemma 1.2.c and by the continuity of the function fit follows that

lim [ellA f] (~) =f(~) , uniformly in ~ E Sq-l .
A-+/

Hence lim lIeIlA f - flt = O.
A-+/

d. By Theorem 1.3 we have

II ellA fll2 = J If [ A; Tl ] 12 Idet(A T) I d O'q-l (Tl) =
5 IA Tll IATTll q

9-1

= J If(~) 12 d O'q-l (~) = IIfll2 .
5,-1

o

The linear operators ellA map the dense subspace C(Sq-l) in L2(Sq-l) isometrically into L2(Sq-l).

Hence

Definition 2.3. Let A E GL(q, JR).

The operator ~A is defined to be the continuous extension to L2(Sq-l) of the operator ellA.

As a consequence of Lemma 2.2 we arrive at

Theorem 2.4.

a. The mapping A ~ ~A is a continuous, unitary representation ofGL(q, JR) in L2(Sq-l).

b. For all A E GL(q, JR) andf E ~(Sq-l) we have

Idet(A T) lin [A T ~ ]
[~Af](~)= IAT~lq/2 f IAT~I ,for~E Sq-l, a.e.

We make two remarks on the representation ~:

(2.1) The representation ~ is not faithful. If we restrict us to SL(q , JR.), then the representation is

faithful.

(2.2) For U E O(q, JR) andf E L 2(Sq_}) we have

[~uf] (~) =f(UT~).

So ~ is an extension of the usual representation of O(q, JR) in ~(Sq-l)'
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§3. Irreducible components of the representation <I>

Let E(Sq_l) and O(Sq-l) denote the even and the odd subspaces in LZ(Sq-l).

In this section we will prove that the representation <I> has two irreducible components, a
representation of GL(q, JR.) in E(Sq_l) and a representation of GL(q, JR.) in O(Sq_l). Clearly,
the spaces E(Sq_l) and O(Sq_l) are orthogonal and are invariant closed subspaces of the represen
tation <I> and

We start with some remarlcs on the space LZ(Sq-l) in connection with remark (2.2).

Let \II denote the restriction of the representation <I> to the orthogonal group O(q, JR.).

For n;::: °let H~ denote the space of functions on Sq-l, which are restrictions of hannonic n

homogeneous polynomials in q variables. These spaces satisfy
00

(3.1) Lz(Sq-l)= (l)HZ.
I'I~

(3.2) The space H~ is an irreducible invariant subspace of the representation \II.

(3.3) dim (Hq) = (2n+q-2)r(n+q-2) , n*O
n r(n+l)r(q-l)

dim (H3) =1.

Cf. [Mu].

Because the spaces HZ are finite dimensional, they have a reproducing kernel. In order to deter
mine these reproducing kernels, we introduce Gegenbauer polynomials C~ of degree n and order
).. Cf. [MOS]. These polynomials are defined by the relations

(1-2tz+z ZrA. =~ C~(t)zl'l, Iz 1< 1, ). > -.!.. ,).*0 It I < I
n~ Z

00

-1o(1-2tz+zZ
) =L C~(t)zl'l, Iz 1< 1, It 1< 1.

I'I~

In the sequel we use the following relations:

Lemma 3.1. Let). > -i- .
Then

(3.4) 2(11 +).,) t C~(t) = (n +1) C~+l (t) + (n +2),-1) C~-l (t), n;::: 1

and
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(3.5) (1- t 2 ) C~(t) = (n +21..) t C~(t) - (n + 1) C~+l (t), n ~ 0 .

Proof. Cf. [MOS], Section V.3.

The reproducing kernel ofH% as a subspace of !.z(Sq-l) is the function

(;,1\) ~ a% C~'h)q-l «;,1\», (;,1\)e Sq-l XSq_l,

where a% is some constant only depending on n and q.
Moreover C~'h)q-l «. ,1\» e H% and

(f,a% C~h)q-l «. ,1\»)=/(1\) , /e H%.

From now on, let M denote a closed invariant subspace of the representation cI> of GL(q, JR.).

Proposition 3.2. There exists an index setJ e IN u {O} such that M = E9 H%.
ne]

o

Proof: The main point in this proof is the fact that M is an invariant subspace of the representa

tion 'II of O(q, JR.). For n ~ 0, let P% denote the orthogonal projection from !.z(Sq-l) onto H% and
'JAn) denote the representation 'IIP%.

Then the '¥(II)'S are mutually non equivalent representations of O(q, JR.) in H%.

Let Q denote the orthogonal projection from !.z(Sq-l) onto M. Then the operators Q and '¥R,

R e O(q, JR.) commute.

Let Pn M * {OJ for some n. We will prove that H% eM. Since PII Q *0, we have Q Pn *O.
Hence Q H% * {OJ. Then there exists m ~ 0 such that Pm Q H% * {OJ. Because of property (3.2)
we find that

Since Pm Q commutes with '¥R , R e O(q, JR.), Schur's lemma (cf. [ViI], Ch. I, Section 3) yields
that Pn Q is a bijection from H% onto H~ and hence the representations 'JAn) and 'JAm) are

equivalent.

Som=nandQH%=H% eM.
Conclusion: There exists a subset J e IN u {O} such that M = E9 H%. 0

ne]

Our next step is to prove that ifJ contains an even respectively an odd number, then J contains all

even respectively all odd numbers. To this end we need a special class of operators in GL(q, JR.).

Definition 3.3. Let r > 0 and let ~ e Sq-l.

The operator A~.r e GL(q, IR) is defined by

A ~.r x =X + r <X, ~> ~ , X e IR q •

Lemma 3.4. Let / be a twice continuously differentiable function in an open neighbourhood of
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the sphere Sq-l such that f IS E M and let ~ E Sq-l.
q-l

Then the function (A~f) on Sq-l defined by

[Ar f] (~) =lim ([<!>Ar rf] (~) - f(~)) / r, ~ E Sq-l
.. r.l.O"·

belongs to M and satisfies

[A~f] (~) =t I(~) - f <~,~>2 f(~) + f. [(~k <~,~> - ~k <~,~>2)f.k(~)] .
k=l

Proof. There exist s > 0 and c > 0 such that for all 0 < r < s

1 1
- (<!>Ar rf-f) E M and 11- (<!>Ar rl-f)1I < c .r ... r ...

The closedness of the space M yields A~ I E M.

Since det(A V ) =1 +rand IAv(~)12=1 + (2r+r2 ) <~,~>2, we have

[<!>A rf] (~)= (l+r)l
h I[ ~+r <~,~>~ ]

~. (1 +(2r +r2) <~,~>2)qI4 (1 +(2r +r2) <~, ~>2)~

Differentiating to r and substituting r =0 leads to the result above.

Proposition 3.5.

a. For all n~ 0 H~ eM implies H~+2 eM.

b. For all n ~ 2 HZ eM implies HZ-2 eM.

o

Proof: Let H~ eM for some m ~ 2 and let ~ E Sq-l. Then the function gil with

gll(~) =C~h)q-l «~, ~», ~ E Sq-l belongs to M and can be extended to a harmonic function on

IRq. So A~ gil belongs to M and satisfies

Applying Lemma 3.1 we get
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+ ; + q - 3
2

<~,~> C~~f-l «~,~» =
n+q-

= _ (n + l)(n +2) C(~)a-l ( ~ r )
2(2n+q-2) 11+2' <~,~> +

+ [1.. _(n+l)(n+q-2) + (n+q-3) n ] C~~)q-l«~,~»+
2 2(2n+q-2) (2n+q-2)(2n+q-4)

(n +q - 3)(n +q -4) C(~)a-l ( ~ r )+ 11-2' <~, ~> .
(2n +q - 2)(2n +q -4)

Lemma 3.2 implies that the spaces H%-z and H%+2 are contained in M. So statement b. has been

proved. Lemma 3.4 yields that for n =°or n =1 there exist constants c and d such that

wherec ,*0.

Hence H% c M implies H%+2 eM for all n~ 0. So statement a. has been proved.

Theorem 3.6. Let M be a nontrivial, closed irreducible subspace of the representation C1>.

Then either M = E(Sq_l) or M = O(Sq_l).

Proof: Propositions 3.2 and 3.5 imply that

E(Sq_l) 1. M or E(Sq_l) c M

and they imply that

O(Sq-l) 1. M or O(Sq_l) eM.

o

Since M is a nontrivial, irreducible subspace of C1>, we get that either M =E(Sq_l) or

M =O(Sq_l)' 0

Summarizing, we have shown that the representation C1> of the group GL(q,/R) in L2(Sq-l) con

sists of two irreducible components.
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